Hello geyser,

why are your edges yellow?

The geyser occasionally expels boiling water
Hello starlings,

why do you fly together?

We like to see you dance in the air.
Hello crater,

who has made you?

You can also see craters in the moon.
Hello tropical rainforest,

The jungle is home to many animals and plants that live in harmony.

Why are you being cut down?
Hello forest from Alaska,

how do you still exist with this cold weather?

The woods keep and make the ground grow
Hello Coral,

why are you sick?

You are so sensible to the changes!
Hello sea,

The sea provides human beings with food, but we need to respect it.
Hello Hawaii,

why are there so many skyscrapers near the sea?

I like to go for a walk on the beach!
Hello fire,

why do you destroy everything?

When we use you we are very cautious not to play around with you.
Hello snow... Oh no!

Hello salt from Atacama, why doesn't anyone live here?

Is this salt from the sea?
Hello sprinklers,

who do you give water to?

It is better to water when there is no sun!
Hello light,
you don't let me see the stars!

Turn off the light... if you want